In this paper we show that there exists an uncountable family of finitely generated simple groups with the same positive theory as any nonabelian free group. In particular, these simple groups have infinite w-verbal width for all non-trivial words w.
Introduction
The notion of a word is fundamental in group theory. All combinatorial group theory is based on it: groups are described in terms of their presentations, elements of groups are represented by words, all algorithmic problems in groups are formulated in terms of words etc. Words can be used to describe prominent classes of groups, such as varieties, e.g. varieties of abelian, nilpotent, solvable groups; and more generally to study word equations and subgroups generated by their solutions, hence the notion of verbal subgroup.
More precisely, a word w is simply an element of a free group F px 1 , . . . , x n q. Given a group G, any word w naturally defines a map ϕ w : G n Ñ G as follows pg 1 , . . . , g n q Þ Ñ wpg 1 , . . . , g n q and a subgroup wpGq ă G generated by the image of ϕ w , which is called the verbal subgroup of G defined by w. The variety defined by a word w is the class of groups G for which wpGq is trivial. We will call a word w trivial if the verbal subgroup wpF q " F , where F is a non-abelian free group.
By definition, every element of the verbal subgroup wpGq is a product of some values of the function w. Hence, a natural question to ask is, what is the smallest number n such that every element of wpGq can be represented as a product of at most n values of w? If such a number n exists, then the word w is said to be of finite width in G and G is said to be w-elliptic. If G is a finite group, then obviously every word w has finite width. However, we may ask whether or not the width of w is bounded in some class of finite groups (e.g. in all finite groups, in all finite simple groups, in all finite p-groups, etc). If C is a class of groups, then a word w has uniform width in C if there exists a function f pdq such that the width of w in G P C is not more than f pdq, where d is the smallest number of generators of G.
There is a deep relation between the uniform verbal width of a class of finite groups C and the topology of the corresponding pro-C group, since verbal subgroups of uniform finite width are closed in profinite topology. This was the key step in the proof of Serre for pro-p groups and Nikolov-Segal for the profinite case that every finite index subgroup of a finitely generated pro-p/profinite group is open, see [14] .
Not surprisingly, many classical problems in group theory revolve around laws, verbal subgroups and their width. A prominent example is Ore's Conjecture. In 1951 Ore conjectured that every element of every finite non-abelian simple group is a commutator. Much work on this conjecture has been done over the years until its proof has been completed by Liebeck, O'Brien, Shalev and Tiep in [11] .
In light of solution of Ore's conjecture, it is natural to ask whether or not there are infinite simple groups with infinite commutator width. In this direction, Barge and Ghys [3, Theorem 4.3] showed that there are simple groups of symplectic diffeomorphisms of R 2n which possess nontrivial homogeneous quasi-morphisms, and thus their commutator width is infinite. Further, existence of finitely generated simple groups of infinite commutator width was proved in [13] . Recently, Caprace and Fujiwara proved that there are finitely presented simple groups for which the space of homogeneous quasi-morphisms is infinite-dimensional, and in particular whose commutator width is infinite [7] .
Generalising Ore's conjecture, one is naturally brought to study its analogues for other words. A group G is said to be verbally elliptic if it is w-elliptic for every word w (this terminology was introduced by P. Hall). In this terminology, in [11] the authors not only establish Ore's conjecture but prove a more general result, which we can qualitatively summarized as follows. Theorem 1.1 (Liebeck, O'Brien, Shalev and Tiep, [11] ). The class of finite simple groups is uniformly verbally elliptic.
As in the case with Ore's conjecture, in light of Theorem 1.1, it is natural to ask if there are simple groups which are verbally parabolic, that is, simple groups in which every verbal subgroup has infinite width.
In this paper we address this question formulated in a more general setting from the model-theoretic perspective: does there exist a finitely generated simple group with trivial positive theory?
It is easy to see that if a group G satisfies a positive sentence (in the language of groups), then so does any quotient of G. On the other hand, all (non-abelian) free groups satisfy the same collection of positive sentences. Hence, we say that G has trivial positive theory if it satisfies the the same positive sentences as the free group.
An important observation for us is that given a word w, the property that the w-verbal subgroup has finite width k can be expressed by a non-trivial positive sentence.
The main result of this paper is the following.
There exist an uncountable family of finitely generated simple groups with trivial positive theory. In particular, these groups have infinite w-verbal width for all non-trivial words w and so are verbally parabolic.
Our proof has two main ingredients. On the one hand, we generalise Camm's construction of an uncountable family of simple groups, [6] . These groups have a very simple structure as amalgamated products of two free groups of rank 3 over an infinite index subgroup. On the other hand, we show that the action of these groups on the associated Bass-Serre is weakly acylindrical and conclude from the authors' previous work, see [8] , that this family of groups has trivial positive theory and infinite dimensional second bounded cohomology.
Our examples are not finitely presented, therefore, it is natural to ask the following questions.
(1) Are there finitely presented simple groups with trivial positive theory? (2) Is the positive theory of finitely presented simple groups with infinite commutator width constructed by Caprace and Fujiwara trivial? (3) A well-known family of finitely presented simple groups was discovered by Burger and Mozes, [5] . Is the positive theory of Burger-Mozes groups trivial?
2. An uncountable class of groups with trivial positive theory
In this section we introduce an uncountable family of groups parametrized by ω " pρ, θ,ρ,θ, ιq, where ρ, θ,ρ,θ are permutations of Z˚" Zzt0u and ι is a bijection between some sets. These groups are defined as amalgamated products of free groups of rank 3 over an infinite index subgroup, that is G " F 3˚H pρ,θq"ιpHpρ,θqq F 3 . We then show that this class of groups has trivial positive theory.
Let us start defining the class of groups. Consider two free groups F " xx, y, zy andF " xx,ỹ,zy and two permutations ρ and θ of the set Z˚. Let H " H ρ,θ ď F be the subgroup generated by the collection Figure 2 . Unless strictly required, we will omit referring to ρ and θ in the notation S ρ,θ , and so on.
Similarly, considerH "Hρθ ď F be the subgroup generated by the collectioñ
For the sake of clarity we will abbreviate v 0 j as v j andṽ 0 j asṽ j , and we will use a similar abbreviation. for w 0 j andw 0 j . Notice that S andS are free basis for H andH respectively, so any bijection ι between S andS extends to an isomorphism ι˚between H andH.
Let G " Gpρ, θ,ρ,θ, ιq be the amalgamated product of F 1 and F 2 with respect to the amalgamation induced by the isomorphism ι˚: H ÑH.
We will say that a minimal action of a group G on a simplicial tree T (without inversions) is weakly acylindrical if it neither fixes a point nor acts 2-transitively on the boundary of T .
Theorem 2.1. The action of Gpρ, θ,ρ,θ, ιq on the tree dual to its decomposition as an amalgamated product as above is weakly acylindrical. Figure 1 . Cover associated to the subgroup H ă F px, y, zq; in order to encode the bijections ρ and θ, we identify Z with the vertices of the axis of y, i.e. the vertex corresponding to y n with n, for instance, ρp1q " 3 and so on.
Proof. The group G " Gpρ, θ,ρ,θ, ιq is the amalgamated product of F 1 " xx, y, xy and F 2 " xx,ỹ,zy with respect to the amalgamation induced by the isomorphism ι˚: H ÑH. Consider the element h " z´1z. Clearly, h is hyperbolic with translation length 2; furthermore, from the definition of the subgroups H and H 1 , it follows that z andz (and so h) normalize the subgroup H "H; indeed H is generated by v l j and w l j , l P Z, j P Z˚and by definition, pv l j q z " v l`1 j and pw l j q z " w l`1 j , so H z " H in F 1 . Similarly,Hz "H and thus H h " H in G. Since the edge in the tree whose stabliser is H is in the axis of h, the previous fact implies that H is also the pointwise stabiliser of the axis of h. From this we get that h satisfies the property F Sp 1 2 q: if an element g fixes a segment of length 1 " 1 2 tlphq of the axis of h, then g belongs to H and so to the pointwise stabiliser of the axis of h. Then, by [8, Lemma 2.10], the element h is weakly p 1 2`2 q-stable, see [8, Definition 2.9.1], and so is h n for any n P Nzt0u, see [8, Remark 4.1] . Since the action of G on the Bass-Serre tree is irreducible, there exists g such that xg, hy also acts irreducibly and dpApgq, Aphqq ă tlph n q, for some n P N. From [8, Corollary 4.7] , it follows that G has weakly N -small cancellation m-tuples, for all N, m P N and from [8, Proposition 7.5] we conclude that the action of G on the Bass-Serre tree is weakly acylindrical. Corollary 2.2. For any pρ, θ,ρ,θ, ιq as above the group Gpρ, θ,ρ,θ, ιq has trivial positive theory and infinite dimensional second bounded cohomology.
Proof. From Theorem 2.1 we have that these groups act weakly acylindrically on a tree and so from Theorem 7.6 in [8] we obtain that they have trivial positive theory. On the other hand, from the definition of weakly acylindrical action and the trichotomoy provided in [10, Theorem 1], we conclude that these groups have infinite dimensional second bounded cohomology.
Simplicity of an uncountable subclass of groups
This section is devoted to the proof of the following result: The strategy follows the lines introduced by Ruth Camm in [6] . The idea is to show that local conditions on elements that all together will imply the simplicity of the group, follow from local restrictions on the set of permutations. We will show that on the one hand, the set of local element conditions imply indeed simplicity of the group, and on the other one, that the local restrictions on the permutations can be consistently satisfied and extended, and that there are in fact, uncountably many parameters ω " pρ, θ,ρ,ω, ιq that satisfy them.
By edge group of an amalgamated product of two groups G 1 and G 2 we refer to the amalgamated subgroup, and by vertex group we mean either G 1 and G 2 .
The type of local conditions that we will use are the following: the normal closure of an element of length k contains an element of the edge group (see Section 3.3); the normal closure of an element of the edge group of length k (in the subgroup contains the generators of the vertex group (see Section 3.5). Finally, in Section 3.6, we show that we can concatenate the local conditions consistently to obtain simplicity of the whole group.
Let PpX, Y q be the collection of partial bijections between two sets X and Y . We write PpXq " PpX, Xq, and denote by P ăω pX, Y q the collection of all finite (i.e. with finite support) partial bijections between X and Y . We define P ăω pXq similarly.
To prove Proposition 3.1 we prove the existence of partial maps ρ simple ,ρ simple P PpZ˚q and ι simple P PpS,Sq such that:
‚ there are countably many elements in the complement of their domains and images ‚ for any tuple ω " pρ, θ,ρ,θ, ιq such that ρ,ρ and ι extend ρ simple ,ρ simple , ι simple , respectively, the group G " Gpωq is simple.
Some basic notation. The proof is rather technical and strongly relies on computations. To facilitate the reading, in this section we collect the notation that we will use throughout the text.
Definition 3.2. Below X, Y, X 1 and Y 1 denote arbitrary sets, unless otherwise specified.
VpXq denotes the collection of all the generators of the form v l j " px j y´ρ pjz l , where pj, lq P X. Similarly, WpXq denotes the collection of elements w l j " px j zy´θ pjz l , pj, lq P X. ‚ SpXq denotes VpXq Y WpXq. We define setsSpXq,ṼpXq andWpXq in a similar fashion. ‚ Whenever X is omitted from the notation introduced in the items above, it will be understood that X " ZˆZ‚ Given Z Ă Z˚and l P Z let V l pZq " VpZˆtluq By V l we refer to V l pZq. ‚ Given, k, l P Z the expression rk, ls will stand for the set tk, k`1, . . . l´1, lu.
We write S N " Spr´N, N sˆr´N, N sq; we defineS N analogously. ‚ Given pl, jq P Z 2 let c l,j " z l x j andc l,j "z lxj . ‚ Given j, M P Z, let δpM, jq " ρpM`jq´ρpjq andδpM, jq "ρpM`jq´ρpjq. ‚ Given any pM,
. ‚ As defined previously F andF denote the free groups generated by x, y, z and byx,ỹ,z, respectively. We also defined H " xSy ď F andH "S ďF .
As it is customary, given X Ă G we let xxXyy G , or simply xxXyy, stand for the normal closure of X in G.
Sometimes we will identify a partial map f from a set X to another set Y with the set tpx, yq | y " f pxq, x P dompf qu. This allows us to use expressions such as f Ă g given two partial maps f and g.
Preliminary definitions and calculations in Gpωq. Unless otherwise specified, throughout the rest of the paper we will use ω " pρ, θ,ρ,θ, ιq to denote an arbitrary tuple where ρ,ρ, θ,θ are permutations of Z and ι is a bijection between S ρ,θ and Sρ ,θ . We shall use the notation S andS instead of S ρ,θ andSρ ,θ .
We start with an easy observation, which we keep for later: Lemma 3.3. Given any tuple ω " pρ, θ,ρ,θ, ιq, if tps, ιpsqq | s P Su X pVˆWq ‰ H then Gpωq " xxx, y,x,ỹyy.
Proof. Indeed, from the fact that there is some v l j P V such that ιpv l j q "w l 1 j 1 for some j 1 P Z˚, l 1 P Z, it follows thatz is in the normal closure of x, y,x,ỹ. Now, since ιpw l j q is in the normal closure ofx,ỹ,z for all j, l, andz is in turn, in the normal closure of x, y,x,ỹ, the result follows.
Recall that, given pl, jq P Z 2 we defined c l,j " z l x j andc l,j "z lxj . The following is an easy exercise:
Lemma 3.4. The set tc l,j u pj,lqPZ 2 Ă F is a system of representatives of the right cosets of H in F . The set tc l,j u pj,lqPZ 2 ĂF is a system of representatives of the right cosets ofH inF .
Given j, M P Z, recall that δpM, jq " ρpM`jq´ρpjq andδpM, jq "ρpM`jqρ pjq. A simple calculation yields:
Remark 3.5. If ιpv m q "ṽ m 1 , then the corresponding defining relation of Gpwq can be rewritten as x´mx m 1 " y´ρ pmqỹρpm 1 q .
The following is just a straightforward calculation.
Lemma 3.6. In any group Gpωq we have:
Given any pair pM,
. From Lemma 3.6 we can easily deduce: Lemma 3.7. If pM, M 1 , lq and pj, lq satisfy δp´j, M q " δp´j, M 1 q, then
In particular, d x j M,M 1 " d M´j,M 1´j A similar property holds in the groupH with respect to the functiond. 
Proof. Using (i) and (1) we get:
Using (ii) for the first equality below, and then Remark 3.5 together with (iii) and (iv) we get:
y´δ pM,jq v´1 M`jṽM`jỹδ pM,jq " y´δ pM,jqỹδpM,jq " x´M 1x M 1 .
From Gzt1u to Hzt1u. Let G be the collection of sequences of the form
where k ě 0, u is a possibly empty element in the free group generated by S and pc i , j i q P Z 2 ztp0, 0qu for all 1 ď 2k`1.
Remark 3.9. By Lemma 3.4 and the normal form theorem for amalgamated free products for any element g P Gpwq there exists u, c l0,j0 , . . . ,c l 2k`1 ,j 2k`1 as above such that g " uc l0,j0 . . .c l 2k`1 ,j 2k`1 in Gpωq.
The following result will be fundamental for the proof of Proposition 3.1.
Lemma 3.10. For any sequence σ P G of the form u, c l0,j0 ,c l1,j1 . . .c l 2k`1 ,j 2k`1 P G and for any N ą 0 there exist maps ρ GH " ρ GH pN, σq,ρ GH "ρ GH pN, σq P P ăω pZ˚q and ι GH " ι GH pN, σq P P ăω pS,Sq such that:
(i) ρ GH andρ GH are independent from r´N, N s (in the sense of Item 2 of Definition 3.2) and ι GH is independent from pS N ,S N q. (ii) If ρ GH Ă ρ,ρ GH Ăρ and ι GH Ă ι then in the group Gpρ, θ,ρ,θ, ιq we have xxgyy X H ‰ t1u, where g is the element represented by the product uc l0,j0cl1,j1 . . . c l2i,j2icl 2k`1 ,j 2k`1 .
Proof. For sequences of integers pM i q 2k`2 i"0 , pM 1 i q 2k`2 i"0 consider the following conditions:
(a) ιpv M2i´j2i q "ṽ´l 2i`1 M2i`1 and ιpv M 1 2i´j 2i q "ṽ´l 2i`1
i for all i " 0, . . . , 2k`2. We will need the following Claim 3.11. If pM i q 2k`2 i"0 , pM 1 i q 2k`2 i"0 , and ρ,ρ, ι are integer sequences and maps such that the conditions (a)-(d) above hold. Then for´1 ď i ď k we have:
where g i is defined as c l0,j0cl1,j1 . . . c l2i,j2icl2i`1,j2i`1 if i ě 0 and g´1 is set to be 1.
Indeed, we proceed by descending induction. On the one hand, by Condition pcq above we have δp´j 2i , M 2i q " ρp´j 2i`M2i q´ρpM 2i q " 0 " ρp´j 2i`M 1 2i q´ρpM 1 2i q " δp´j 2i , M 1 2i q, and so we can use Lemma 3.7 and Condition (a) to obtain:
A similar argument involving condition (b) and (d) yields:
This completes the proof of Claim 3.11.
We shall now use Claim 3.11 in order to prove Item (ii) of Lemma 3.10. Suppose that we are given integer sequences pM i q 2k`2 i"0 , pM 1 i q 2k`2 i"0 , as well as ρ,ρ, ι satisfying the conditions paq through pgq above, and consider the element e " pd´l 0
The element e g e´1 " g´1g e´1 belongs to the normal closure of g. According to Claim 3.11 and since ug k " g, the element e g e´1 is equal to e 1 " d l 2k`2 M 2k`2 ,M 1 i and so it follows that e 1 is non-trivial and we are done. Now, it is easy to find tuples pM i q i and pM 1 i q i satisfying conditions peq, pf q and pgq. For fixed values of ρpM i q,ρpM i q, ρpM 1 i q,ρpM 1 i q conditions (a) to (d) can be expressed in terms of ι, ρ,ρ containing some partial maps ι GH , ρ GH , andρ GH . The fact that this choice can be made in a way compatible with the bijectivity of ρ follows easily from conditions (f) and (g). As for the bijectivity of ι, we need to show that the elements on the left hand-side of Conditions (a) and (b)
as well as their images
and so if M 2i 1´j 2i 1 " M 2i`2 , then i 1 " i`1 and j 2i`2 " 0. Furthermore, if j 2i`2 " 0, then l 2i`2 ‰ 0 and hence we have that v M 2i 1´j 2i 1 ‰ v´l 2i`2 M2i`2 . On the other hand, if j 2i`2 ‰ 0, then the inequality is immediate. Using symmetric arguments, one shows that all elements are pairwise different.
In order to show that the target elements are also pairwise different, that is v´l 2i`1
M2i`1 ‰ṽ M 2i 1`1´j 2i 1`1 for all 0 ď i, i 1 ď k, one uses analogous arguments, using Condition (g) instead of (f). Independence from r´N, N s and pS N ,S N q simply follows by taking M i , M 1 i and their images by ρ andρ large enough.
From Hzt1u to V 0 zt1u. Lemma 3.12. For any N ą 0 there exist ι vert " ι vert pN q P P ăω pS,Sq and X " X vert pN q Ă Z such that:
Proof. Take for example X " r2N, 2N`4N p2N`1q´1s. Define B N to be pr´N, N szt0uqˆr´N, N s and choose any bijection µ : B Nˆt 0, 1u Ñ X and let:
The relation ι vert is clearly a partial bijection independent from pS N ,S N q. As h we take the element z N`1z´1 . We content ourselves with checking condition (iii) on an element of the form v l j with pj, lq P B N . Assume ι vert Ă ι. Then: pv l j q h " pv l j q z N`1z´1 " pv l`N`1 j qz´1 " pṽ 1 µpj,l,0q qz´1 "ṽ µpj,l,0q " v µpj,l,0q .
Killing xx,ỹy. Given X Ď Z˚, let HpXq be the collection of non-empty sequences of the form u " v ǫ0 j0 v ǫ1 j1 . . . v ǫ k j k (v j is regarded as a letter here) where ǫ k P t1,´1u, j k P X, and where k ě 1, j i " j i`1 implies ǫ i " ǫ i`1 . If X " Z˚then we denote HpXq simply by H. Let us restate an argument from [6] . 
Then there exist ρ xx " ρ xx pN, uq,ρ xx "ρ xx pN, uq P PpZq, ι xx " ι xx pN, uq P PpS,Sq such that:
Remark 3.14. The condition tpv ji ,ṽ ji qu 1ďiďk Y ι xx Ă ι in Item II of Lemma 3.13 could be replaced by the weaker requirement that ιpv ji q PṼ and the condition that ρpj i q "ρpj i q " j i could be removed altogether, at the expense of complicating the calculations.
Proof of Proposition 3.1. We construct a sequence of positive integers N 0 ă N 1 ă¨¨¨ă N k ă N k`1 . . . and an increasing sequences of partial bijections pρ k q kě0 , pρ k q kě0 Ă Ppr´N k , N k sq, pι k q kě0 Ă PpS N k ,S N k q, a sequence of disjoint sets pX k q kě1 and a sequence of elements puk q kě1 Ă H as follows.
To begin with, let ρ 0 "ρ 0 " H, ι 0 " tpv 1 ,w 1 q, pw 1 ,ṽ 1 qu and N 0 " 2. Let ps n q ně0 be an enumeration of the set G and pw n q ně0 be an enumeration of H.
Assume now that k ą 1 and ρ k´1 ,ρ k´1 , ι k´1 , X k´1 , N k´1 have already been constructed.
Consider the partial maps given by Lemma 3.10, ρ GH " ρ GH pN k´1 , s k´1 q, ρ GH "ρ GH pN k´1 , s k´1 q, and ι GH " ι GH pN k´1 , s k´1 q. Let N 1 ą N k´1 be such that ρ GH ,ρ GH P P ăω pr´N 1 , N 1 sq and ι GH P P ăω pS N 1 ,S N 1 q. Furthermore, let ι vert pN 1 q and X k :" X vert pN 1 q be the output from Lemma 3.12 and setρ vert " Id X k . Let uk " w l where l is the minimum index l such that w l P Y jďk HpX j qz uj | 0 ď j ă k ( , Finally, consider the maps ρ xx " ρ xx pN 1 , uk q, ρ xx " ρ xx pN 1 , uk q, ι xx " ι xx pN 1 , uk q given by Lemma 3.13 and let
Choose N k ą N 1 such that ρ k ,ρ k P Ppr´N k , N k sq and ι k P PpS N k ,S N k q hold. To conclude, let ρ simple " ď kě0 ρ k ,ρ simple " ď kě0ρ k , ι simple " ď ką0 ι k Claim 3.15. ρ simple Ă ρ,ρ simple Ăρ, ι simple Ă ι implies that Gpρ, θ,ρ,θ, ιq is simple.
Proof. Let G " Gpρ, θ,ρ,θ, ιq as above and g a non-trivial element of G and let N g " xxgyy. Let us say that g is represented by s k0 P G for some k 0 ą 0 (see Remark 3.9). Lemma 3.10 implies the existence of some element h P pH X N g qzt1u. Now pick some k 1 ą 0 such that h P xS N k 1 y. By Lemma 3.12 we must have h 1 P N g for some h 1 P HpX k1 qzt1u.
Now, there must be some k 2 ě k 1 such that h 1 " uk 2 Since Id X k 1 Ă ρ,ρ, and pv j ,ṽ j q jPX k 1 Ă ι, by the third step in the construction of ρ k2 ,ρ k2 , ι k2 and Lemma 3.13 we havex,ỹ P N g . It follows that also x, y P N . The fact that pv 1 ,w 1 q, pw,ṽq P ι simple then implies that z,z P N .
